


about the bar

Located in a privileged location, the Icebar is a unique space in Barcelona 
and a place especially designed to hold memorable events. In Icebarcelona 
we have two exclusive areas especially prepared for group activities of 
up to 100 people. For events of greater attendance we count on with the 
collaboration of the restaurant Touché, as a third room that grants us with 
the highest standards of modern gastronomy.



icebar

The world of corporate events has become very competitive and it requires 
more and more creativity when organizing corporate activities. Icebarcelona will 
give you that extra point  of originality when its time to organize an unique event.



The Ice Bar Experience works wonders as a surprise to your customers. 
And actually, visiting the ice room is even more fun when done in large 
groups. To surprise, innovate and entertain, are our mottos and for that we 
put ourselves at your service. Share the most fascinating activities with us.

Maximum capacity Icebar:
50 People



hot bar

When the ice session is over, the activity keeps going in a warmer sector. 
We also have a terrace bar where you will be able to recover your body 
heat, facing the beach located at Port Olimpic. An emblematic area of 
Barcelona, renowned for the architectural revolution that succeded in
the 90’s because of the Olympics and now, for its current nightlife.



The terrace is able to host various kinds of events such as presentations, 
press conferences, company cocktails, etc. A relaxing space a few meters 
from the mediterranean sea, where the highlight is the cocktail bar. Our 
staff is rigorously selected to meet the highest standards of the mixology
art, with style and closeness.

Maximum capacity of the terrace:
100 People







collaboration with touché

For events that exceed our capacity or require a catering service
or dinner, we are able to count on with the collaboration of our partner 
Touché, a restaurant located a few meters from our Icebarcelona.



On Touché’s menu you will find a great variety of dishes, from the fresh 
Mediterranean flavors to the spicy and colorful Asian cuisine. A fusion 
restaurant where the cuisine is based on the passion for fresh ingredients 
and the chef’s creativity for when it comes to seducing people’s palates.



facebook.com/ice.barcelona
instagram.com/ice.barcelona 
twitter.com/icebarcelona

Paseo Maritimo de
la Barceloneta 38 A
08005 Barcelona

Open everyday
12h00    — 03h00
Entrance by the beach

More info + Quotes:
enrique.guia@icebarcelona.com
+34 645 851 691 www.icebarcelona.com

Thank you


